Overnight, Donald Trump stunned the world with his election as the forty-fifth president of the United States. The next morning, the rejoicing, recriminations and rioting began.

One of the most fascinating stories is the “Jewish vote.” Exit polls showed that Hillary Clinton took about 70% of the Jewish vote - far from historical highs, but still an overwhelming majority. This landslide means that Jews voted for Clinton (or against Trump) in higher proportions than almost any other ethnic or religious demographic, including Latinos (65%), whose vote was touted as a lock for Clinton based on the media’s relentless spin of Trump’s immigration stance as racist.

Interestingly and meaningfully, exit data and anecdotal evidence about Orthodox Jews suggest that we broke massively for Trump. Among other things, this means that non-Orthodox Jews likely voted well over 50% for Trump. Thus, the two Jewish voter demographics are not only distinct, but oppositional: Jews appear to have been among the most anti-Trump and the most pro-Clinton of all demographics.

Liberal congregations around the country announced grief services. Parallels to Kristallnacht exploded across the internet. Reform temples held “shivah” events. Left-wing Jewish publications and organizations decried the abandonment of their own cherished “Jewish values” – political correctness, open borders, redlined marriage, gender and family, and the devaluation of innocent human life.

Meanwhile, spontaneous dancing broke out that Wednesday morning at relieved and overjoyed frum kehilas in America and Israel. Giddy jokes were made about whether to say Hallel or at least bentch Gemel. Of the fifteen New York City neighborhoods in which Trump was strongest, ten were on Staten Island. The other five were Boro Park, Midwood, Brighton Beach, West Brighton, and Ocean Parkway South. In Nassau County, the Five Towns similarly delivered a huge Trump landslide. Ocean County, NJ – where Lakewood is located – voted overwhelmingly for Trump, far more so than any other place in that state. Exit polls of the thousands of chareidi American citizens who live in Israel showed more than 85% voting for Trump. Monsey reportedly went an incredible 87% for Trump.
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Orthodox Jews are an anomaly – a small, frum minority engaged in the kinds of transactions, on the one hand, stand on the cusp. If we see ourselves as just another ethnic minority engaged in the kinds of transactions that sells out our principles and our future to the highest cash bidder, we will have failed, relegated to footnotes as an outlier. If, however, we take stands for our principles and for our survival, we will emerge as spiritual, moral and intellectual leaders in the battle that now rages between left and right in this country.

It is no coincidence that the party that grants nuclear weapons to the “Death to Israel” Iranian mullahs and that stands poised to be led by a BDS-supporting member of Congress who slanders Israel as an apartheid oppressor of innocents also opposes traditional morality and is dedicated to undermining our religious freedoms. It is no fluke that those who elevate the protection of innocent life and religious exercise and conscience above almost all else also see the security of the Jewish state as America’s most important foreign policy goal.

Those who carry the Torah’s messages have always been few in number, but they have transformed vast civilizations. For decades, we have been turned inward, focused on rebuilding a community almost lost in the European inferno, while secular progressives have dominated the Jewish presence in Washington. Today, their communities are in crisis, having assimilated and eroded to the point of tragedy. Meanwhile, Orthodox communities that have maintained fidelity to ancient Jewish law and custom are flourishing as in the first vigor of youth.

But we, too, stand at a crossroads. We can continue to support leftist anti-religion politicians who are all too happy to send tax money to our institutions knowing that it enslaves us, shackling us to supporting them and silencing our dissent. We can continue to rationalize this by claiming “pragmatism” while willfully blinding ourselves to the true costs of such dependency and to the insidious agenda of those we are helping. Do the self-professed “pragmatists” even begin to understand how close to catastrophe they have brought us – that all government protection for religious freedom, let alone government aid to religious institutions, depends on who is making our laws and choosing our federal judges?

We can continue to ignore the world around us and be essentially irrelevant, losing sight of the people’s raison d’etre. Or we can become the tip of a mighty spear: leaders of the literally tens of millions of American faith and values voters for whom religious freedom and the security of the Jewish state are also always top priorities. The choice is ours.